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Day 4 Challenge 

We’re almost done!  Time to Transform the lower level energies that came up to high vibrations for your 

home and for raising Global Consciousness.  We’re going to call on the Elements and our Plant Kingdom 

nature supporters today! 

1. If you didn’t have a chance to do the Day 3 video yesterday, your assignment is to do that and the 

related assignment from Day 3.  Can’t wait to hear what insights you get! 

 

2. Time to dispose of the energy of the purification system you set up if needed.  Ask for the Divine to 

bring in golden grace light to neutralize the lower level energies collected and transform them to 

high vibrations.  If you used salt water, dispose of it responsibly sending it down the toilet, sink or 

outside – in whatever way is safe.  If you used salt, you can sweep or vacuum it up and release it 

outside as well.  Crystals can be cleansed.  If you are going to continue with more decluttering, you 

can reset your purification system. 

 

3. Time to burn up the limiting beliefs the mind was holding around your things!  White them down 

on paper or if you have a long match or something else you’d like to use for the burning, you can 

put marks on it speaking what each belief and emotion attached is that it represents.   We’re going 

to use fire for the transformation ceremony and we want the ashes so use a safe container for 

burning where you can collect them afterwards.  Burn the paper, match or whatever you’re using 

and as it’s burning, speak into the flames 

“I call upon the Fire Element to transform what I’m releasing into [list the high vibration qualities 

you’re calling in].  Thank-you, Thank-you, Thank-you.  And so it is.” 

 

Take a clean glass or jar – preferably one that you love, fill it with water  Release the ashes charged 

with the high vibrations into it while speaking to the water: 

“I call upon the Water Element to allow the high vibration energies imbued in these ashes to flow 

into my life with ease and grace.  Thank-you, Thank-you, Thank-you.  And so it is.” 

 

Half of the water will be used in your home.  If you have plants you an use it with them.  If not, you 

can use rocks, crystals or use a bit of soil from outside in a bowl or other container.  Release ½ of 

the water-ash mix to the plant’s soil or larger Stone Kingdom Beings (rocks, crystals) (as many of 

them as you like!).  Some of the water will end up being evapourated by Air so we’ll work with both 

the Air and Earth Elements here.  State: 

“I call upon the Earth Element to allow these high vibrations to be grounded in my space.  I call 

upon the Air Element to support the creation of new habits, patterns and beliefs as it moves this 
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energy through my space.  Thank-you, Thank-you, Thank-you.  And so it is.” 

 

4. With the other ½ of the water-ash mix, I’d like you to take it outside and sprinkle it around the base 

of a tree or plant that calls to you.  Let the tree know that this is an offering to it and ask that it 

spread these high vibrations thru its Wood Wide Web as a service to support the raising of Global 

Consciousness.   

 

Spend a few moments in oneness with this Plant Kingdom Being, and through it, Mother Earth, in 

gratitude and grace. 

 

5. Now that you’ve shifted the energies, you want to instil new beliefs, patterns and habits in 

alignment with your High Vibration, Heart-Centred Self to help make the shifts permanent.  How do 

you see yourself interacting with the category of items that you decluttered in the future? 

 

6. Share how this process went for you, what high vibrations you called in and how you  see yourself 

interacting with the category of items you worked with in the future on our EZZ Clutter Clearing FB 

page. 

 exercise early in Day 2-Video 2 to help with this).  Is this item in alignment with what you want to 

create in your sacred sanctuary? Keep or Toss the item accordingly. 

 

7. Take a deep breath and enjoy the new levels of expansion, freedom, bliss and peace flowing into 

you and your space…and congratulate yourself on the work you’ve done! 

Mark your calendars for the Live Celebration Call on Friday at 2:00pm MDT.   

I’ll be doing a special activation for your things! 

 

Here’s the connection info: https://InstantTeleseminar.com/Events/114604212  

If you don't have access to the web, you can listen in by dialing (206) 402-0100, and using the following 

conference pin: 719543#   Here is a list of international numbers:  

https://InstantTeleseminar.com/Local/?eventid=114604212  
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